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INTRO
One of the first societies living in the metaverse, located on the Solana Blockchain, is
now opening its gates to new initiates. 6666 drawn by hand, algorithmically
generated NFTs allowing access in The Solluminati Order. Inspired by the well-known
but never seen Illuminati, our mission is to watch, protect and grow the entire Solana
Metaverse.
Our vision is to build The Solluminati Community around shared principles and
values:
● our community members grow with us
● shared benefits
● community driven development
We are here for the long run. A bunch of tech-oriented and passionate human
beings, strong believers in a decentralized world, where its citizens share the fruitful
benefits.
The All Seeing Eye is watching.
When minting your NFT you are becoming a member of The Solluminati Order. This
roadmap outlines the goals and what we want to achieve alongside The Solluminati
Community.
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WHAT WE DO
The Solluminati project is a community-centric NFT project built on the Solana
blockchain. The 6666 drawn by hand, algorithmically generated NFTs are allowing
the holders access in The Solluminati Order. Our art, as the name says, is inspired by
the Illuminati. The All seeing Eye is present everywhere; yes, literally, everywhere and
it will be watching everything.
As we believe it’s all about communities, our mission is to bring together a
community of NFT collectors and builders in the Solana ecosystem and give them
access to a very powerful tool suite addressed to the Solana NFT ecosystem. We have
been around (observing) the Solana NFT ecosystem since its beginning and we have
participated in most of the initial sales, analyzing and discovering all the possible
improvements and all the lacking tools.
Our tool suite was developed to help any Solana NFT enthusiast to gain market
control and maximize their profits.
As expected from an Illuminati order, we are a fairly big team - 15 members. From
experienced developers to marketing geeks, creatives, product and data people, and
obviously, illustrators and artists. All the experience is combined in a team looking to
create products to not only change the life of all Solluminati Order members, but
also to the entire Solana ecosystem.
No one is left behind. We shall seek enlightenment together.
To reach the state of enlightenment, you must walk one of the 3 paths:
● Lux per corpus (light through body)
Total domination through control of the people. Faction Skull & Bones
● Lux per mentem (light through mind)
Total domination through control of the financial world. Faction Golden Circle
● Lux per spiritum ( light through spirit)
Total domination through control over the human spirit. Faction House of
Degen
To reach the State of Solluminati, you must be enlightened through body, mind and
spirit combined.
Do you have what it takes to join us?
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FACTIONS
The Factions need to recruit members and spread the Lore. The Solluminati decided
that it is time to bring the light in the Solana metaverse, expanding its control in all
corners of the ecosystem. The duty of every faction member stays in line with the
path to enlightenment that they resonate the most.

SKULL AND BONES

The Source casts its energy in giving its members the power to control and
dominate, influencing and shifting the world in their interest and wellbeing.
Their path to enlightenment is Lux per corpus (light through body).
The members of this faction should spread the control of the order, bringing
valuable apprentices and insights to the Solluminati order.

GOLDEN CIRCLE

The Eye watches over its members giving them control of the financial world
allowing them to control the markets . Their path to enlightenment is Lux per
mentem (light through mind).
The members should watch the market and price of other projects and find
opportunities for wealth.

HOUSE OF DEGEN

The Light shines on this faction. Its members have an acute interest in
influencing the faith and exploring the beliefs of others. Their path to
enlightenment is Lux per spiritum (light through spirit).
The members should study the Solana metaverse for other projects, find cool
partnerships, trends, and what the markets want.

PRODUCT - THE EYE ECOSYSTEM
We develop an ecosystem of tools and services
for our community to be able to monitor,
analyze and make decisions on the Solana
blockchain.
In order to have access to the ecosystem
(Solluminati tools suite) you need to own at least
one NFT from our Collection.
We know that there are a bunch of tools out
there, but making it all work together in order to
serve you is a whole different story. And we’re
here for the long run to make it happen.
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PRODUCT - MODULES

The Radar - Monitoring the Solana ecosystem
Social Data Tracker is a social media tracking tool that delivers
analytics and competitive intelligence to help the Solluminati
community make informed decisions, improve results, and
better understand the evolution of every NFT project on the
Solana blockchain.
This tool obtains data from multiple online sources delivering it
in a beautiful and easy to understand format. To name a few, you
will see the evolution of a Twitter account to determine whether
the growth was organic and sustainable or artificial
(through fake followers). You will be able to detect very early
stage projects with huge growth potential and much more.
Social Scoring is an AI powered rating system that harnesses the
analytics from Social Data Tracker in order for the community
members to choose faster in which projects to invest. The
scoring mechanism is based primarily on socially gained
traction (tags, how much people are discussing about a specific
topic, likes, shares, etc).

The Compass - Analyzing the Solana ecosystem
It is all about real time data or it doesn’t exist. We commit to
delivering a platform with 100% real-time data, insights and
analytics.
Search through latest floor prices, volume, sale history, price
volumes on NFT’s.
Ranking categories based on mints, markets, traits and much
more makes it very easy to navigate the platform.

The Navigator - Take action in the Solana ecosystem
Make informed decisions by harnessing the power of data and
real-time social insights.
With the Navigator you will be able to discover the latest
minted project, watch transaction history and portfolio value of
any wallet, and receive alerts on wallets that you want to follow.
Watch the market dynamic with The Navigator and spot when
a new NFT project has launched and determine if the project is
set on a path to success.
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TEAM
A team of friends, assembled under the name Enigma Labs, came together to give a
helping hand to all NFT lovers from the Solana NFT ecosystem. Passion and
determination define us.
losgitanos - Initiator & Leader
Losgitanos is the man in charge of coordinating all facets of the project. He has taken
the task of analyzing the entire Solana metaverse, from studying the projects to
building The Eye. His job is to make sure that nothing goes wrong, and keep
everyone united.
Bogdan - Brainwasher
Bogdan is the brainwasher of Solluminati. He spends his time advising on best
connecting with their target audience and getting them excited about products that
will change their lives. Bogdan has an eye for detail, which he puts into all of the
social media posts, videos, and blog posts created by the Solluminati staff.
Pyx - Forger of The Eye
Pyx is a genius in data scraping and analysis. He is good with numbers, seeker of
Truth and lives by "Veritas in Numeris". Little is known about his origins.
Kratos - Solana Chieftain
Kratos is the software & blockchain Solluminati Chieftain who is able to take care of
any technical aspect with incredible speed and power. Kratos loves barbecues and
going to the gym, but he hates vegetables because they're too crunchy!
Cesien - Solana Forger
Cesien codes for the real Illuminati. He has done things you wouldn't believe, like
how his code once killed a king in front of thousands of people. He is an expert in
many fields, and will make sure that Solluminati takes over the Solana Metaverse!
Demiera - Front-end Wizard
Demiera is an introverted front end developer. She prefers to work alone and detests
being around people. Demiera lives in a world of her own creation, where she
controls everything that happens.
SOL Reaper - Social & Community Pastor
Sol Reaper's social and community skills are a force to be reckoned with, but he prefers to
work in the shadows. He spends his days managing our social media channels and
building communities for us on Discord, so that we can all come together under one
banner. It's not always easy keeping up with all of us!
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SolLucifer - Solluminati Lore Forger
SolLucifer is a master scribd. His favourite authors are Tolkien, Hemingway and
Tolstoy. He likes to read books about the great outdoors, as well as military history.
Lucifer has been known to spend well over 30 hours reading a single book in one
sitting!
EnlightenedOne - Concept & Vision Creator
The Enlightened One is the one who guides many sides of the Solluminati society,
from conceptualizing the art and rarity elements, to assisting with the creation of the
stories and strategies in all aspects of the project. This guy can manipulate you into
doing all the wrong things in the world.
UrbanQr - Art Manager
UrbanQr is a mysterious person. Nobody really knows what he does, and nobody's
ever seen him in person. UrbanQr has been lurking around the art community for
years now, and we're still none the wiser about his true identity.
Stelantes - Project Manager
Stelantes is the project manager for Solluminati. He oversees all aspects of the
organization's operations, from assigning missions to completing them. Stelantes
has an eye for detail and can see potential problems before they happen.
Prophet - Storyteller
The Prophet is the storyteller for Solluminati. She has been with them since he was
born and her job is to keep their secrets safe. Her favorite thing in this world is
reading books about conspiracies, because they help her understand what's going
on with the world at large, and how it impacts what she does every day.

Obviously, we have a team of creative artists among us. The disclosure of the creative
team, along with the praising, will happen later. All who pass the initiation, will get to
know the team behind Solluminati.
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